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Abstract

The reconstruction and growth kinetics of gallium nitride (0001) and
(000 ) surfaces are studied using scanning tunneling microscopy, reflec-
tion high-energy electron diffraction, and low-energy electron diffraction.
Results for bare GaN surfaces are summarized, with particular attention
paid to the “pseudo-1×1” reconstruction of the (0001) face. Changes in the
surface structure and kinetic processes due to indium co-deposition during
growth are discussed.

1 Introduction

Despite remarkable progress in device development using GaN and related alloys over th
number of years, relatively few studies have been performed on the fundamental surface pro
of the material. Studies of the atomic-scale structure of the surface are important from the po
view of understanding growth of the material. Also, observation of surface reconstructions c
used to determine the polarity of the material [1]. As discussed below, the surface geometry a
kinetic processes during growth, presumably leading to variations in quality of grown films w
in turn may affect device operation. Thus, it is important to determine the fundamental surfa
rangements which occur on the surface.

Very early work on GaN surfaces using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was re
ed by Packard, Dow and co-workers [2]. More comprehensive work combining STM and
principles theoretical computations was used by our group to identify the surface reconstru
for both the Ga-polar (0001) and the N-polar (000 ) surfaces, prepared by molecular beam e
(MBE) [3-5]. Detailed work by Heldet al. using thermal desorption spectroscopy has provid
valuable information on the gallium coverage of GaN during growth [6]. Photoemission spec
copy has revealed the presence of well defined dangling bond states on the surface, altho
geometry (and polarity) of the surfaces studied there was not clear [7,8].

Work in our group over the past several years has identified the two families of surfac
constructions associated with the two c-plane surfaces of hexagonal GaN: the (0001) surfa
the (000 ) surface [1,3-5]. Reconstructions on both types of surfaces are quite remarkable
they consist of metallic layers of gallium, bonded onto the GaN. This is an unusual situatio
two reasons: first, most semiconductor surfaces prefer to be non-metallic, since the opening
a surface gap provides a mechanism for energy lowering of the system. Second, the separ
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the Ga atoms in bulk Ga is typically 2.7–2.8 Å, considerably smaller than the lattice consta
GaN, 3.19 Å. Nevertheless, at least for the (000 ) surface, the Ga atoms on the surface form×1
structure with a Ga-Ga separation of 3.19 Å, as pictured in Fig. 1(a). Charge transfer from G
atoms stabilizes this structure (the Ga atoms in the adlayer are slightly positively charged s
there is a Coulombic repulsion between them). Additional reconstructions, with 3×3, 6×6, and
c(6×12) symmetry, are produced by depositing sub-monolayer quantities of Ga onto this 1×1 sur-
face, as pictured in Fig. 1(b). The additional Ga adatoms are weakly bound on top of the 1×1 Ga
adlayer, and consequently these higher order reconstructions are stable only below≈300°C above
which they undergo reversible order-disorder phase transitions [9].

For the (0001) surface, in the N-rich limit, we find that the surface is terminated with
arrangement of adatoms with each adatom forming three bonds to underlying Ga atoms, as p
in Fig. 1(c). Probably both N and Ga species are involved as adatoms; several different stru
have been observed including 2×2, 5×5, and 6×4, with the former two believed to consist of simpl
adatom arrangements and the latter one apparently being a more complicated reconstruct
(For the 2×2, considerable confusion exists in the literature since there are many reports of th
construction but the majority of these involve, we believe, arsenic contamination of the su
[10,11]). In the Ga-rich limit, we find that there aretwomonolayers of Ga on top of the Ga-term
nated bilayer [4], with these Ga layers assuming something close to their bulk spacing so tha
form an incommensurate structure on the surface, as pictured in Fig. 1(d). The Ga atoms in
layers prefer their bulk spacing in this case because the bonding to the Ga-layer in the top
bilayer is relatively weak, in contrast to the (000 ) surface where much stronger bonds are fo
between the Ga adlayer and the underlying N-layer. We denote this reconstruction as “1×1” (in
quotation marks) or pseudo-1×1.

In this paper we discuss surface reconstructions, and their effects on the kinetics o
growth, for bare and indium-covered GaN surfaces. We first discuss some previously unpub
results for the pseudo-1×1 surface of the Ga-face which lend support to the above mentioned m
of its structure. We then examine the kinetics of growth by observing surface morphologies
Ga-rich and N-rich regimes during growth. Results for the bare surface are found to differ
pared to those obtained with indium overlayers; data for that case is presented, and the eff
the overlayer on the growth kinetics are discussed.

2 Experimental

Details of the growth are similar to those previously given [3-5], and will be briefly summari
here. GaN films are grown by MBE at a temperature of typically 700°C using a gallium effusion
cell and rf-plasma nitrogen source. N-polar films are grown on sapphire, and Ga-polar film
grown on Si–polar 6H-SiC(0001) substrates. The substrates are preparedex-situby hydrogen etch-
ing [12]. InGaN films are grown at temperatures around 650°C, using an effusion cell for the indi-
um source. Typical growth rates for GaN and InGaN are 200 nm/h. In and Ga flux rate
calibrated with anin situ crystal thickness monitor, and the substrate temperature is measure
an optical pyrometer with emissivity set to 0.7.

3 “1×1” structure of the (0001) surface

The structural model for the “1×1” structure of the (0001) GaN surface described above has b
developed mainly on the basis of diffraction observations, using reflection high-energy ele
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diffraction (RHEED) and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) [4]. STM imaging of the “1×1”
surface was performed, but it did not yield the expected incommensurate pattern (i.e. series of
fringes) expected for this surface. Furthermore, the atomic spacing which was observed
sponded accurately to the true 1×1 spacing (3.19 Å) as opposed to a value or smal
than this (as implied by the diffraction results). An explanation for this apparent discrepancy
proposed, namely, that the Ga atoms in the double layers were undergoing rapid motion so t
STM sensed the underlying corrugation of the GaN lattice. Supporting evidence for such a
motion came from the diffraction results, which indicated a dynamic, fluidlike behavior of
overlayer at room temperature and above. This result is not so surprising given the low m
point of bulk Ga (29.8°C).

Although the observations described above do provide, we believe, a substantial ba
the “1×1” structural model, it is nevertheless desirable to have direct, real-space confirmati
this structure. We present here some data which may provide that type of confirmation. Sho
Fig. 2 are STM images acquired from the (000 ) surface of GaN. On this surface we do n
course expect to find the “1×1” reconstruction, unless an inversion domain exists in the crystal
extends up to the surface. Transmission electron diffraction studies of our N-polar material g
on sapphire indicate that we do indeed have a moderate density of such inversion domains. A
in Fig. 2(a), a large pit or hole is present in the film. We associate this pit with an open-core d
cation of the type previously seen in GaN films grown on sapphire [13]. The Burgers vect
those dislocations wasc=0.52 (0001) nm. In the image of Fig. 2(a), two steps can be seen exten
out of the pit, each with step height of 0.26 nm, thus giving an (0001) component of the Bu
vector in agreement with the prior observations. (We note that, inside the pit of Fig. 2(a), con
tion between probe-tip and sample topography take place which probably accounts for the ap
narrowing of the hole as one moves inside it).

Surrounding the pit seen in Fig. 2(a) are regions of 6×6 and c(6×12) reconstructed surface
these are the reconstructions commonly observed on the (000 ) surface grown under rel
Ga-rich conditions. However, several small regions around the pit have distinctly different s
ture – the largest of these is indicated as≈12×12 in Fig. 2(a). Expanded views of this region ar
shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c). This novel reconstruction has an appearance unlike any seen pr
ly on the (000 ) surface. It consists of a modulated structure with three-fold symmetry and n
12× spacing, and with substructure within each unit cell of nearly 1× spacing. Thus, this novel
structure has precisely the characteristics which we associate with the “1×1” structure of the (0001)
surface.

To associate the observed novel reconstruction with the “1×1” structure would imply the
existence of an inversion domain immediately below that area of the surface. We unfortunat
not have any independent proof of the existence of an inversion domain there. However, we d
that prior workers have found that it is relatively probable for inversion domains to form imm
ately beside an open-core dislocation [13]: the open-core dislocation itself forms by the co
cence of misaligned neighboring islands, and if one of these islands has inverted structure t
inversion domain will result. Thus, we can conclude that it is at least not unlikely that an inve
domain will form beside an open-core dislocation. This fact, together with the very good a
ment in the observed structures with that expected from the diffraction results obtained fro
(0001) surface, leads us to conclude that the structure observed in Fig. 2 is indeed likely to b
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that of the “1×1” reconstruction whose details are frozen in place due to the small size of th
version domain which contains it. Further observations of other “frozen in” structures (possibl
tained using low temperature measurements) are required to conclusively identify this
reconstruction.

4 Growth kinetics on bare surfaces

The surface morphology of GaN films during growth is affected by a number of factors. First
dislocation density in the films can significantly affect the morphology. Step flow growth lead
the formation of spiral growth mounds around screw dislocations (seee.g.Fig. 1 of Ref. [14]). Al-
so, dislocations in the films can lead to the formation of “pits” on the film surface [15], and exte
ed planar defects may lead to larger morphological features on the surface. A typical exam
shown in Fig. 3(a), which is an atomic force microscope (AFM) image of a Ga-polar GaN
grown on SiC. The dislocation density in these films in moderately high (109–1010 cm-2 range),
and the morphology seen in Fig. 3(a) is typical of that obtained on MBE-grown GaN films. In
trast, for growth by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), the surface morpholo
are flatter, due both to a reduced density of dislocations and possible differences in the kinet
cess which gives rise to the morphological variations near the dislocations (e.g.preferential subli-
mation of material around the dislocations during growth) [15].

RHEED observation during MBE growth of GaN reveals a characteristic behavior as
varies between growth under relatively Ga-rich and N-rich conditions. In the former, the RH
pattern is streaky, indicative of flat morphology, and in the latter the RHEED pattern is spott
dicative of rough surface morphology. This behavior has been noted by a number of authors
and indeed, the transition from smooth to rough is generally used as a definition of Ga-rich
pared to N-rich growth. AFM imaging has been used to image this smooth to rough behav
real-space [16]; our results for this morphological change are pictured in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a),
scribed above, shows the result for Ga-rich growth; the inset shows the associated streaky R
pattern. Figure 3(b) gives the result for growth under N-rich conditions. The overall surface
phology (dominated by the effects of dislocations) is similar to that of Fig. 3(a), but on an 30
length-scale a distinct roughness of the surface can be seen and this roughness give rise to t
ty RHEED pattern shown in the inset. The results shown in Fig. 3 are for Ga-polar films, alth
very similar results have been obtained for the case of N-polar films [17].

An explanation for the smooth to rough behavior has been advanced by Zywietzet al.[18].
They consider diffusion barriers for Ga and N atoms on both (0001) and (000 ) surfaces,
first-principles theoretical computations. They find firstly that the diffusion barriers are subs
tially less for Ga atoms compared to N atoms. Furthermore, the barrier for the faster moving
cies (Ga) is substantially increased on a N-terminated surface compared to a Ga-term
surface. The latter result would lead to the roughening behavior seen in experiment, assumi
the surface is terminated by at least some N under N-rich conditions. However, this assump
at least for the (000 ) surface, not consistent with either experiment or theory since they bot
a N-terminated bilayer to be energetically unstable [3]. Nevertheless, it is suggested by Zywet
al. that akineticaccumulation of N during growth may occur on the surface, since the diffus
rate of N is sufficiently slow that it may not have time to find another N atom thereby forming2
and desorbing from the surface. In this case, the surface concentration of N would indeed bu
during growth, thereby leading to the reduction in the Ga diffusion rate and the correspondin
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5 Indium-covered (000 ) surfaces

In addition to studies of bare GaN surfaces, we have also examined the surface structures re
from co-deposition of indium as performed during the growth of InGaN alloys. Measurem
have been performed to date only on N-polar films,i.e. with (000 ) surfaces [19]. Surface mor
phology of the InGaN films is determined using STM and AFM, the surface indium content is
timated using Auger spectroscopy, and the bulk In concentration is determined using
diffraction (XRD).

STM results for two different InGaN films are shown in Fig. 4. The film pictured
Fig. 4(a) was grown at a relatively high temperature of 670°C and with an In/(In+Ga) flux ratio of
0.20. Consequently it had negligible (< 1%, from XRD) In in the bulk. Auger spectroscopy, h
ever, indicated a large amount of In on the surface. As seen in Fig. 4(a), individual atomic sp
are visible on the surface, with 1×1 order, although there are two types of atoms visible – one bri
and the other dark, with 0.2–0.3 Å height difference between them. The bright atoms accou
about 70% of the surface coverage. Prior studies using first-principles theory have demons
that In atoms, incorporated into a 1×1 adlayer on the (000 ) surface will have surface height ab
0.2 Å higher than that of Ga atoms in the adlayer, thus leading to the interpretation of the b
atoms in the STM images being In and the dark atoms being Ga. The large surface concen
of In arises from surface segregation of this species during growth, due to the much smalle
bond strength compared to that of Ga-N [19].

Figure 4(b) shows an STM image obtained from a film grown at 660°C, with an In/(In+Ga)
flux ratio of 0.36. XRD measurements indicate about 5% indium incorporation in the bulk. A
the surface layer consists primarily of indium atoms. However, in contrast to Fig. 4(a), the im
of Fig. 4(b) displays several different types of atomic features on the surface, labeled A–E
image. Atoms of type A are, we believe, the only Ga atoms on the surface. All the rest of the a
except possibly those of type E, are indium atoms. A typical surface In atom, type B, is highe
the Ga atoms by about 0.10–0.15 Å; this height difference is less than the 0.2–0.3 Å se
Fig. 4(a), although the fact that the Ga atoms in Fig. 4(b) are single, isolated atoms will te
make them appear somewhat higher (brighter) in the STM images. The type C In atoms in Fig
appear brighter than those of type B, which we attribute to the presence of subsurface metal
In the metal layer below the surface there are both indium and gallium atoms, and the indium
there will push up the surface indium atoms above them and make then look brighter in the
images. The type D In atoms (surrounding the surface Ga atoms) are higher in the STM topo
by about 0.05 Å than the type B In atoms. This height difference is consistent with theoretic
sults indicating a 0.04 Å height difference between In atoms in a 2×2 mixed adlayer (0.5 ML In +
0.5 ML Ga) compared to In atoms in a purely In adlayer [20]. Finally, the type E atoms visibl
the surface are adsorbates on top of the surface adlayer, arising from additional metal atoms
sibly from unintentional contaminant atoms.

Regarding the rough to smooth transition observed for the bare surface, the presence
dium during growth seems to have relatively little effect on this transition. In other words, the
ical Ga/N flux ratio at which this transition occurs seems to be almost independent of the In
It is not clear at present why the transition has this dependence. In any case, for growth of In
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significant incorporation of indium only occurs in a relatively N-rich growth regime. A qualitat
reason for this dependence has been previously advanced [19], namely, that weakly adsor
atoms will tend to displace In atoms in the top layer of the growing InGaN film thereby redu
the In incorporation, but in the N-rich growth regime the concentration of these weakly adso
Ga atoms is minimal and thus significant In incorporation can be achieved. Thus, when gro
InGaN with significant indium content, the RHEED pattern is generally spotty during growth.
cently, Widmannet al.have proposed that indium has a surfactant effect on the growth of GaN
InGaN [21]. Their result appears to be somewhat opposite from ours, since we find actu
rougher morphology during the InGaN growth. Nevertheless, we do agree with their result th
indium strongly segregates to the surface. We note that the results of Widmannet al.apply proba-
bly to Ga-polar films (they used an AlN buffer layer, which tends to produce Ga-polar mat
[6]), whereas our result is for N-polar films. Future studies of Ga-polar InGaN films are plan
in order to more completely understand the role of indium in the growth kinetics.

6 Conclusions

In summary, we find first of all that the surface kinetics of bare GaN surfaces are dominated b
presence or absence of surface Ga layers. Most reconstructions of the surface do contain te
ing Ga layers, leading to fast surface diffusion and smooth morphology during growth unde
rich conditions. For growth under N-rich conditions, it is believed that N can accumulate on
surface, giving rise to the observed rough morphology in that case. Indium adsorbates are fo
effectively substitute for the surface gallium during growth of InGaN, because of the strong su
segregation of the indium. The transition point between smooth and rough morphology is
mined primarily by the Ga/N flux ratio even in the presence of In.
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Figure 1 Schematic illustration of surface reconstructions occurring on GaN (0001) and (0
surfaces, in the N-rich and the Ga-rich limits. (a) Ga adlayer forming 1×1 structure on the (000 )
surface; (b) additional Ga adatoms forming weakly bound arrangements on this 1×1 Ga adlayer;
(c) an arrangement of Ga-adatoms and N-adatoms on the (0001) surface; (d) incommen
double layer of Ga adatoms on the (0001) surface (the vertical displacements in the double
are shown exaggerated, for clarity).
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Figure 2 STM images obtained in the vicinity of a surface pit on the (000 ) surface of GaN
90×90 nm2 image showing surface pit and surrounding surface region, including an anom
reconstructed region with symmetry≈12×12. (b) 22×22 nm2 expanded view of the≈12×12 region
together with 6×6 region above it, with dark lines showing unit cells of each. (c) 11×11 nm2 further
expanded view of the≈12×12 region. Sample bias voltage for all images is 1.0 V and tunnel cur
is 0.09 nA.
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Figure 3 AFM images of Ga-polar GaN films on SiC: (a) grown under Ga-rich condition, and
grown under N-rich conditions. The insets show the RHEED patterns for each film, taken wit
electron beam along a [11 0] direction.2̃
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Figure 4 STM images of the InGaN(000 ) surface. (a) Film with negligible indium incorpora
in the bulk. Image obtained with sample bias voltage of−0.5 V and tunnel current of 0.075 nA. The
image contains two terraces, displayed with a split grey-scale having 0.6 Å range on each te
the step separating the terraces extends horizontally through the center of the image. (b) Fil
about 5% indium incorporation in the bulk. Image obtained with sample bias of−1.0 V and tunnel
current of 0.15 nA. Grey-scale range is 0.6 Å. Symbols A–E denote different types of atom
described in the text. The large arrows indicate the positions of line cuts, shown below each im
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